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Arman and Stefanie sunwere both dumbfounded.

Stefanie sundidn’t know what happened, and Arman couldn’t figure out why
these people came in with murderous intent, but immediately knelt down and
begged for mercy when they saw charlie.

What they didn’t know was that Kazuo Hattori was really scared to death now.

He only felt that the heart rate was so fast that it was completely abnormal, and
the violent and rapid vibration seemed to shatter the entire chest cavity, and it
was extremely painful.

He couldn’t help recalling the scene in Yeling Mountain where charlie kicked a
small stone and directly killed the War King of Wanlong Palace, knowing that as
long as charlie was unhappy, the eight of them could be sent to see Amaterasu in
minutes.

Therefore, he could only keep begging for mercy and repentance, and praying for
charlie to be merciful.

At this time, charlie smiled playfully and said, “Isn’t Kazuo Hattori, go and close
the door first.”

Hattori Kazuo could only nod his head like a gray grandson, and quickly stood up,
dragging his trembling legs, and closing the door of the VIP lounge.

Afterwards, Kazuo Hattori returned to his original position, knelt on the ground
again, looked at charlie, and begged, “Master Wade… Please forgive me this
time…”
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charlie waved his hand and said lightly: “Everyone is an adult, you are still
daydreaming like a child here, it’s boring.”

Hattori Kazuo panicked to death, like a lost dog, and repented: “Master Wade…
Your name has long been like thunder to us, and your strength is like a miracle in
our eyes, I really didn’t intend to fight with you. The enemy… all of this is under
the instigation of others…”

charlie smiled and said, “I ask you, who is the person who hired you?”
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Hattori Kazuo hurriedly said: “A Chinese surnamed Yun, I don’t know the exact
name, I only know that it is Mr. Yun.”

charlie found out the information of Qiao Feiyun, opened the photo, and asked
him, “Is it this person?”

Kazuo Hattori knelt on the ground and climbed a few steps forward. After seeing
it clearly, he hurriedly knelt down and stepped back, then bowed his head and
said, “Master wade, that’s him!”

charlie nodded and asked again, “How much did he give you Iga ninjas?”

Hattori Kazuo said without hesitation: “Eighty million dollars!”

Charlie continued to ask, “Howmany of you have come?”

Hattori Kazuo said respectfully, “Just the eight of us…”

charlie asked coldly, “What was your original plan?”

Kazuo Hattori hurriedly said: “The original plan was to arrest the two women
here, kill all the others, and immediately take them away from the staff passage,
put them in a garbage truck and transport them to the dock, the surname is Yun.
He arranged a boat for us, and when the time comes, hand over the people to him,
and we can leave the United States by boat.”

When charlie heard this, he nodded slightly, then he smiled lightly, looked at
Kazuo Hattori with interest, and asked, “Kazuo Hattori, let me ask you, do you
guys still want to go back to Japan alive?”

Hattori Kazuo looked overjoyed, nodded his head like garlic, and said hurriedly: “I
think! We all think! Please Master Wade!”

Others also pleaded in a row: “I beg Master Wade to complete it!”

charlie nodded and said, “To tell you the truth, one of the masterminds behind
today’s incident is Jamura from the Fei family in New York. The others are here
now, you help me arrest him, according to what you just said. The plan you
mentioned is to transport people to me, but not to that Qiao Feiyun. I will
arrange for someone to connect with you and take them away. After the event is
completed, the eight of you will go directly to my people, and they will protect
them. your safety.”

Although Hattori Kazuo has never met Jamura, he is very clear about the
reputation and strength of the Fei family in New York.

The strength of the Fei family was incomparable even to the Ito family in Japan,
but charlie asked him to capture the eldest young master of the Fei family, which
made him terrified.
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So he hurriedly cried and begged: “Master Wade…We Iga ninjas have always
been in the cracks to survive, and our life is very difficult. If we provoke the Fei
family again, it is likely to be a disaster…”

charlie sneered and said sternly: “Kazuo Hattori! For you Iga ninjas, if you
provoke the Fei family, it may be a disaster, but if you provoke me, it must be a
disaster!”

With that, charlie stood up, looked down at Kazuo Hattori, and said coldly, “After
the wade family was able to wipe out the Matsumoto family, even the son of
Ryoto Matsumoto, who was taken away by his ex-wife for many years and
changed his name and surname, was not able to do so. I am spared, how can I be
inferior to them when I act, charlie! If you Iga ninjas deliberately oppose me, then
I will make Iga ninjas and all those who are related to Iga ninjas completely
disappear from this world !”

When Hattori Kazuo heard charlie’s words, his whole body was like being struck
by lightning, and his heart was broken!

He knew charlie’s strength.

Not to mention that charlie’s own strength is sky-high, killing Iga ninjas is no
different from killing chickens.

Just talking about the Wanlong Hall under his command is so powerful that it
makes him shudder!

There are at least hundreds of top warriors in Wanlong Hall. If charlie really
wants to exterminate Iga ninjas, then they definitely have the ability to complete
charlie’s orders!

Hearing this, Hattori Kazuo had completely collapsed. He knocked his head to the
ground, crying bitterly, and his whole body kept shaking with sobbing.
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When he came to the United States, he also carried the mission and vision of
revitalizing the Iga ninja.

But now, the centuries-old inheritance of Iga ninjas is very likely to be destroyed.
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If you don’t agree to charlie, Iga Ninja will completely disappear from this world.
If you agree to charlie, I’m afraid that the rest of your life will also do your best to
avoid the Fei family’s pursuit, and it’s unknown howmany survive.

This desperate situation has completely collapsed his emotions and mentality.

The other seven Iga ninjas felt the same way.

charlie saw that Kazuo Hattori was still not cooperating obediently, and said
coldly: “Kazuo Hattori, we have an old saying in China, called ‘good words can’t
persuade a damn ghost’, since I gave you a way to live and you don’t cherish it,
don’t blame me, charlie Your subordinates are ruthless, you take the first step
today, your father, brother, and other relatives will come to accompany you
soon!”

As soon as charlie said these words, Kazuo Hattori immediately raised his head
and cried emotionally, “Master Wade… I am willing to cooperate! I am willing to
cooperate!”

“Okay!” charlie nodded and said coldly, “You first dispose of the body of the
bodyguard outside the door, and then continue to go out to disguise the waiter.
It won’t be long before that Jamura will come over to see what’s going on. Just
do it directly, kill all the bodyguards around him first, and then take people
away.”

Arman, who had been silent for a while, said in a low voice, “Young Master Wade,
a person of Jamura’s level must be surrounded by martial arts masters. I’m afraid
these ninjas are no match.”

charlie said in agreement, “It is indeed possible.”

After speaking, charlie looked at Kazuo Hattori and said, “You don’t have to
worry too much, if there is a martial arts master by your side, I will solve it for
you.”

Now Kazuo Hattori can only get down and follow charlie all the way to the black,
so he fights it out, gritted his teeth and said, “Okay, Master Wade! I’ll listen to
you in everything below!”
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In order to make sure nothing goes wrong, charlie took out Jamura’s information
sent by Abbas in his mobile phone, opened Jamura’s photo, handed it to Hattori



and a few men, and said, “You remember this person well, if he is later on. Bring
someone over, you wait for him to come in, kill all his subordinates, if he comes
over by himself, just tie him up and bring him in to me, understand?”

Kazuo Hattori didn’t dare to say more, he nodded quickly and said, “Master Wade,
don’t worry, I understand now…”

charlie nodded, and said again: “If he asks people to come to check the truth, you
don’t have to do anything, just let them in.”

“Okay!” Hattori Kazuo solemnly agreed, and then stared at Jamura’s photo
carefully before he said, “Master Wade, I have already remembered Jamura’s
appearance!”

charlie nodded slightly, waved his hand and said, “Since you have memorized it
clearly, then there is nothing to do with you, let’s go out!”

Kazuo Hattori breathed a sigh of relief, and said quickly, “Master Wade, I’ll retire
first…”

After all, he quickly retreated with the seven people.

As soon as they left, Stefanie sun asked impatiently, “Brother charlie, that
Jamura, why did he kidnap me?!”

charlie said coldly: “When I was in Canada, I was tracking the whereabouts of
Qiao Feiyun, but this kid disappeared after he came to New York. I just found out
that Jamura turned out to be Qiao Feiyun’s family. They They are dedicated to
mutilating little girls for fun, and the means are extremely cruel, you should be
their next target.”
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Stefanie sun gritted his teeth and said, “This guy is too vicious! He acted in such a
big drama to lie to me! It’s so hateful!”

charlie smiled slightly and said, “Stefanie, don’t worry, I will make him pay the
greatest price.”

Stefanie sun couldn’t help but ask: “Brother charlie, what are your plans next?
Are you going to tie that Jamura?”

charlie nodded and said firmly: “I will definitely not let them go, but now I don’t
know the specific whereabouts of Qiao Feiyun, since Jamura is here, let’s take
this opportunity to give him a call first. Just count!”

Stefanie sun hurriedly reminded: “Brother charlie, the Fei family is very powerful,
and it is the second largest Chinese family in North America after the An family. If
you move their young master, will this matter bring you trouble…”
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“It doesn’t matter.” charlie smiled casually: “We didn’t bind the people, we were
just witnesses.”

Arman couldn’t help but admire: “Master Wade, this method is wonderful! When
Jamura comes over, those ninjas kill him and kidnap him, and even the six
bodyguards who died just now can be counted among them. Head! We just need
to play a good show in front of the police, and we can watch the fire from the
other side!”

After speaking, Arman said again, “Young Master Wade, in that case, I dare to
suggest that you don’t put these ninjas back. If the Fei family traces them to their
heads, this matter will be exposed sooner or later.”

charlie nodded in agreement, and said, “There is indeed such a risk.”

After speaking, charlie asked Arman, “Uncle Arman, what advice do you have?”

Arman hurriedly said, “I heard that Japanese ninja just now said that the person
who invited them here is the Qiao Feiyun you’ve been looking for, right?”

“Yes.” charlie nodded.

Arman added: “Young Master Wade, you have never been able to find Qiao
Feiyun’s whereabouts. In my opinion, Qiao Feiyun is probably hiding in the Fei
family to advise Jamura, and the Fei family is strong, has many industries, and is
heavily guarded. I want to find out. It’s really not easy for him to come.”

charlie said in agreement: “Yes, I now suspect that Qiao Feiyun has been hiding in
Fei’s house.”

Arman said: “Since you intend to let these ninjas kidnap Jamura, then you might
as well let your subordinates control these ninjas too, and let them ask the Fei
family for a huge ransom, and then let them evaporate, then The Fei family will
naturally think that it is these ninjas who kidnapped Jamura, so they will follow
the ninja line to investigate;”
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“If they find out the identities of these ninjas, then they will definitely go to
Japan to find the whereabouts of these ninjas, and the people are in your hands,
they can only find the relatives of these ninjas in Japan when they go to Japan,
and then they will definitely find the whereabouts of these ninjas. Ask Qiao
Feiyun, who hired ninjas;”

“As a result, the Fei family is likely to think that Qiao Feiyun hired these ninjas to
kidnap Jamura, and he is the real mastermind behind the scenes. At that time, he
may even jump into the Yellow River and be unable to wash it off.”



“I believe that once the Fei family finds out about the Japanese ninja level, Qiao
Feiyun will be panicked without waiting for them to find out the actual results.
He will only have two choices at that time, either take the initiative to confess
everything to the Fei family, or he can only grit his teeth. No matter which one he
chooses, the Fei family will never let him go!”

charlie frowned and asked, “Uncle Arman, what do you think the Fei family will
do if Qiao Feiyun confesses to him?”

Arman said without hesitation, “If I were the helm of the Fei family, and Qiao
Feiyun came and confessed this to me, the first thing I would do would be to kill
him, and kill him on the spot to avoid long nightmares!”

“Because once these things get out, the reputation of the Fei family will suffer a
devastating blow!”

“Even if Jamura, the eldest young master, can never be found again, his father
can still find someone to have another one or even a few more!”
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“But once the family’s reputation completely collapses, the loss is not as simple
as a man!”

“So, even Jamura’s father would never allow what Jamura did to implicate the
whole family. A family with such a powerful strength would not have gotten to
where it is today without the courage of a strong man to break his wrist.”

When charlie heard this, his heart was suddenly enlightened, and he said with a
smile: “In this way, once the Fei family investigates the matter of the ninja, Qiao
Feiyun can only escape from the Fei family, and there is a chance of survival.”

“That’s right.” Arman said: “Since you have already sent people to set up a net in
New York, you might as well use this method to let the Fei family force Qiao
Feiyun out! Or let Qiao Feiyun be scared out by the Fei family!”

After a pause, Arman said again, “Young Master Wade, as long as you perform
well in this scene today, the Fei family will never suspect you if they are killed!”

“Also, I believe it won’t be long before you can catch Qiao Feiyun, and you don’t
have to worry about being exposed at all;”

“After all, when the Fei family finds out that the ninja was hired by Qiao Feiyun,
and Qiao Feiyun can’t find it, they will definitely think that Qiao Feiyun hid in
advance, even if the Fei family can’t find Qiao Feiyun in their entire lives, they
will not take this matter. Connect with you!”

“Today you first caught Jamura watching the fire from across the shore, and
tomorrow you will wait for the rabbit to catch Qiao Feiyun, and finally retreat,
get the best of both worlds.”
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The more charlie thought about it, the more he felt that Arman’s method was
very feasible. The only thing he had to do was to kill Kazuo Hattori or hide them.

However, since he had promised to save them a dog’s life, charlie would naturally
not break his promise and kill them.

So, as long as you hide them in a place where no one can find them, this matter
will develop in the direction of Arman’s analysis.

As for where to hide Hattori and the others at that time, charlie naturally had an
excellent choice in his heart.

Without a doubt, the best destination for them is Syria!
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Arman’s analysis made charlie unable to help but admire: “Uncle Arman, your
idea is really great! Just do as you say!”

At this moment, Zuri couldn’t help but said: “Mr. Wade…Didn’t that Hattori
Kazuo say just now that the scum named Qiao Feiyun is waiting for him to send
people to the dock? Just grab Jamura here first, Why not go to the pier to catch
that Qiao Feiyun? Why is it so troublesome?”

Arman smiled and said, “Miss Zuri, reality is different from the movie. In “Young
and Dangerous”, Chen Haonan often took his younger brother to hack people in
person. This kind of thing is rare in reality. There are very few, most of the
organized crime has a very strict internal hierarchy and a very clear division of
labor. Everyone has their own division of labor and responsibilities. How could
the attacker risk putting himself in danger?”

charlie also nodded and said: “If Qiao Feiyun would personally go to the pier to
meet the Iga Ninja, then this person would not be alive today. In my opinion, not
only will he not go to the pier, but he has already made a complete plan, saying
Maybe when these ninjas appear, they will be killed directly.”

Zuri laughed awkwardly: “Okay… I think too much…”

After she finished speaking, she asked charlie again: “Mr. Wade, how can you be
sure that Jamura will definitely come? If he doesn’t come late, wouldn’t the plan
be in vain?”

charlie said seriously: “It depends on who loses his temper first.”



With that said, charlie looked at Stefanie sun and said with a smile, “Stefanie,
help me perform a play later!”

…
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At this moment, Hattori Kazuo and others have loaded the bodies of the six
bodyguards into the garbage truck through the prepared internal passage.

In order to ensure that the matter would not be exposed, Hattori Kazuo forced
Weston long ago to clear all the surrounding areas, so there were no other staff
activities nearby, which also greatly facilitated them.

Afterwards, Kazuo Hattori and the others, according to charlie’s request,
pretended to be waiters again, returned to the vicinity of the VIP room, and
continued the cleaning work.

In the banquet hall at this time, Jamura was anxiously waiting for the news that
the ninja had succeeded.

Originally, Qiao Feiyun’s plan was that after Kazuo Hattori succeeded, he would
take the person away in a garbage truck. At this time, he would send a text
message to Qiao Feiyun to inform him that the matter had been successful, and
Qiao Feiyun would also reply to Jamura with a secret message, The good news
was relayed to him.

In this way, Jamura doesn’t have to have any contact with Kazuo Hattori in the
whole process. When the time comes, the person disappears, and Chen Fu will
take the blame. He just needs to pretend that he doesn’t know anything, and no
one will think of him.

Therefore, Jamura is now only looking forward to Qiao Feiyun’s reply.

However, seeing that Vice President Luan of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce
had finished speaking, and President Lu was halfway through, it was his turn to
speak on the stage.

But I still haven’t received any news. The efficiency of this ninja is really
disappointing.

At this time, Jamura was even more nervous.

He was nervous, not because he was giving a speech in front of so many people,
but because he knew very well that according to the process that he had set up
with Stefanie sun, and even with the two presidents of the Chinese Business
Association, when his speech came to the end, he would Publicly announced
tonight’s charity dinner, and a heavyweight VIP.

Immediately afterwards, he was about to announce on the stage that he had
invited a heavyweight VIP to appear.
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And at this time, Stefanie sun will come out of the lounge and walk directly to
the stage, dropping a bombshell on the audience and pushing the charity dinner
tonight to a climax.

Of course, this process is under the premise of no accident.

The real process is actually that before Jamura took the stage, Kazuo Hattori had
to complete the task and kidnap Stefanie sun.

Afterwards, he received the code word from Qiao Feiyun, and gave a speech with
confidence and boldness. At the end, he publicly announced the heavyweight VIP
tonight, and then invited the VIP to appear.
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However, since Stefanie sun had been kidnapped and all the people around her
had been killed, the situation at that time was that after Jamura said on the
stage that he would invite the VIP to appear, the VIP disappeared for a long time.

At this time, Jamura would directly tell the two presidents on the stage that it
was estimated that the VIP did not hear what he just said, and asked them to rush
to the VIP lounge to invite the VIP to appear.

Immediately afterwards, the two presidents would discover that in the VIP
lounge, aside from a pile of corpses, there was no trace of Stefanie sun?

As a result, the scene suddenly became a mess, and as the host, he had to be calm
in the face of danger. After seeing the tragic incident, he immediately called the
police, and immediately asked his subordinates to close the entire banquet hall
to prevent the suspects from escaping. .

Afterwards, a large number of police would arrive quickly, and then investigate
the scene. Finally, they found that Weston was a major suspect and took him back
for interrogation. In the end, the direction of the matter was completely taken
away fromWeston and completely away from Jamura.

It was precisely because everything had already been interlocked in place that
Jamura was particularly worried that the ninjas would have an accident at this
time.

So, having lost his temper, he took out a new mobile phone specially prepared
and sent a message to Qiao Feiyun: “No news yet?”



Qiao Feiyun quickly replied: “I haven’t received the news yet.”

Jamura urged: “Ask what’s going on! I’m about to give a speech on stage! There
are at most five minutes!”
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Qiao Feiyun naturally knew what Jamura meant when he gave a speech, so he
immediately called Hattori Kazuo.

However, the other end of the phone was temporarily unavailable.

Qiao Feiyun panicked. He knew that signal blocking equipment was installed near
Stefanie sun’s lounge. Now that he couldn’t get through to Kazuo Hattori’s phone,
it meant that Kazuo Hattori was still on the scene!

Hattori Kazuo is still on the scene, which means that he has not succeeded!

Thinking of this, Qiao Feiyun was even more nervous.

The most important thing is that he can’t contact Kazuo Hattori at all now, so he
doesn’t know anything about the specific situation at the scene.

So, he immediately sent a message back to Jamura: “Master Fei, I can’t get in
touch with those ninjas right now… Send a trusted subordinate to see if there is
any accident…”

“F*ck!” Jamura immediately replied when he saw these contents: “You f*cking
swear that there will be no problem, everything is under control, you are in
charge of your mother! If anything goes wrong in this matter, I will fix it. kill you!”

After sending the message, although the more he thought about it, the more
angry he became, but he still did not dare to delay. He immediately greeted his
most trusted assistant and said in a low voice, “Go to the VIP lounge to see if
there is any situation, if so, Come and tell me now!”

“Okay young master!” The assistant didn’t dare to delay, got up quickly and
hurried to the VIP lounge.

Hattori Kazuo and others disguised as waiters secretly observed this person’s
approach, but when they thought of charlie’s instructions, they should not act
rashly until they saw the young master of the Fei family, so they did nothing.

The assistant came all the way to the door of the VIP lounge. Unexpectedly, the
door was open at this time, and charlie was trying to persuade Stefanie sun: “miss
sun , I suggest that you still listen to the advice of the bodyguard and go quickly!”

Stefanie sun said with an embarrassed expression: “It’s inappropriate to just go
like this…”
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charlie waved his hand and said, “What’s inappropriate, safety matters!”

Jamura’s assistant was slightly startled, and quickly stepped forward and asked,
“miss sun , where are you going?”

charlie turned around, glanced at the assistant, and asked, “Who are you?”

The assistant hurriedly said, “I’m Master Fei’s assistant, and my name is Rio.”

charlie nodded and said, “Please tell Master Fei, miss sun ‘s bodyguard said that
there is suddenly no communication signal here, and there is a great security risk.
For miss sun ‘s safety, we have to leave first!”
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Hearing this, Rio broke into a sweat.

He secretly said in horror: “Stefanie sun is going to leave? If this really makes her
leave, wouldn’t the plans of the young master and Qiao Feiyun be completely
lost?”

As Jamura’s most trusted assistant, Rio knew almost everything about Jamura.

Even when Qiao Feiyun quietly flew to New York, it was Rio who went to JFK
Airport to take him back to Fei’s house.

Therefore, he has long known all Jamura’s plans today.

At this moment, seeing that Stefanie sun was about to leave, how could he just
sit back and watch, so he quickly said, “No signal? Impossible, is there any
misunderstanding here?”

charlie said firmly: “Our bodyguard just said that the walkie-talkie signal and
mobile phone signal have disappeared strangely, which is absolutely unusual.
They have already gone out to negotiate with the bodyguards outside, and they
will come and take miss sun away soon.”

Speaking, charlie said with a serious face: “Even if this matter is really a
misunderstanding, we can’t risk miss sun ‘s safety! Please understand!”

Rio hurriedly said: “That… don’t worry…We are heavily guarded here, and there
is absolutely no possibility of any security problems! As for the signal problem



you mentioned, I guess it may be a technical fault. There are many kinds of
electronic devices, especially audio amplifiers and wireless microphones, it is
likely that there is interference between the signals, or you should wait a
moment, and I will tell our young master!”
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charlie waved his hand: “Well, you go and make it clear to Master Fei, we will go
first, if there is any problem, everyone can communicate by phone.”

When Rio heard this, he was so anxious that he blurted out: “No way! Our young
master will be on stage to give a speech soon! At that time, we will announce
miss sun ‘s VIP status in public. If miss sun leaves like this, our young master will
But you can’t come down on stage! He is the eldest young master of the Fei
family, you can’t give no face at all, can you?”

charlie thought for a moment with a look of embarrassment, his tone loosened a
little, and blurted out: “Well, then you go to informMaster Fei, we will apologize
to him face to face, I believe that a reasonable person like Master Fei must be can
understand us!”

Stefanie sun also said apologetically, “please ask Master Fei to come over. I will
explain to him in person, I’m really sorry about this.”

Knowing that he could no longer control the scene, Rio quickly said, “miss sun ,
you must wait a moment, and I will inform our young master!”

After all, he quickly ran back to the banquet hall.

Jamura was anxiously waiting for Rio’s news at this time. Seeing Rio running over
out of breath, he quickly asked, “What’s the situation over there now?!”

Rio said out of breath, “Young… young master… hurry up… hurry up and have a
look! miss sun is clamoring to leave!”

“Let’s go?!” Jamura knew that the ninja hadn’t started yet when he heard this,
and he was naturally extremely angry.

But now he can’t care about his anger, he subconsciously frowned and asked,
“Why did she leave?!”

Rio hurriedly said: “Ms. sun’s bodyguard found that the signal was blocked and
thought the environment was dangerous, so for safety reasons, they wanted miss
sun to leave here first.”

“I’ll take his uncle!” Jamura shivered with anger.

It was agreed that the ninjas would open the shield when they started, and then
make a quick decision. How could the shield be opened for such a long time, and
Stefanie sun has not been controlled yet? !
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If this made Stefanie sun run away, wouldn’t it be a waste of time? !

Thinking of this, he hurriedly said: “Go and keep her, you can’t let her go, just say
the problem with the signal is that our equipment is faulty, and we are already in
the process of repairing it!”

Rio said embarrassedly: “Master, miss sun has already got up and is leaving, I’m
going to keep her, I’m afraid they won’t give me face at all. Originally, miss
sun was going to leave just now, so I’ll move you out to suppress them, miss sun .
Only after giving in a little bit, I said that I would explain to you in person, if you
don’t go there, I think they will definitely leave!”
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“Damn!” Jamura almost exploded!

He doesn’t know what the hell those ninjas are doing now, but he can’t let
Stefanie sun go like this now. Once Stefanie sun is gone, if he wants to find
another opportunity like this, I’m afraid it will be as difficult as going to the sky!

Thinking of this, he could hardly think about it in his mind, and quickly said to Rio:
“Come on, you come with me!”

At this time, Jamura only thought about how to stabilize Stefanie sun first, and
then find a way to contact those ninjas to see if things could be salvaged.

Therefore, he didn’t even think that this might be a trap against himself.

Moreover, this place itself is the Fei family’s site, and Jamura is not worried
about any danger in his own site.

What’s more, in Jamura’s opinion, the fewer people who know about it, the
better, so he and Rio walked quickly to the VIP room.

As soon as Jamura came to the VIP room, he saw that Stefanie sun was already
standing at the door of the VIP room accompanied by charlie and others.

When Jamura saw Stefanie sun, he couldn’t help but ask: “Oh, miss sun , what’s
wrong with you? Why did you suddenly leave without saying goodbye? It’s time
for me to come on stage to give a speech, and then I will introduce you to all the
guests. Dear guest, if you leave at this time, I won’t be able to get off the
stage…”
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Stefanie sun didn’t speak, but stared at him angrily, staring at Jamura’s heart.

At this time, charlie sneered and said, “Young Master Fei doesn’t have to worry
about not being able to come down, because, you have no chance to go up!”

Jamura widened his eyes and blurted out, “You…what do you mean?!”

As soon as he finished speaking, he heard a few voices breaking through the air
behind him. Before Jamura could come back to his senses, his assistant, Rio, fell
straight forward.

With a loud bang, Rio lay on the ground without moving, but Jamura was
horrified to discover that there were four dark daggers stuck behind Rio’s back.

And this dagger is the shuriken shot by Kazuo Hattori!

Jamura was terrified and was about to call for help when he was instantly
subdued from behind, and then he was hit hard on the neck, and he passed out.

Hattori Kazuo immediately stepped forward to support Jamura, who was
unconscious, and quickly said to charlie, “Master Wade, I’ll take you away first!”

charlie nodded and said, “Move those six corpses back!”

Hattori Kazuo didn’t dare to disobey, and hurriedly winked at the others who had
already appeared.

So, a few people quickly got Jamura into the garbage truck, and quickly dragged
the six bodies back and threw them at the door.

At this time, the figure and posture of these six people were almost exactly the
same as when they were just killed by Kazuo Hattori.

After charlie inspected the scene, he gave Abbas’s contact information to Kazuo
Hattori, and instructed: “Contact him after you go out, and give him the person.”

“Okay, Master Wade!” Hattori Kazuo had already given his life, nodded quickly,
and hurriedly fled the scene.

At this time, charlie said to Stefanie sun, Arman, and Zuri, “You three go back to
your room and sit down. It’s time to test everyone’s acting skills.”

The three of them looked at each other, then hurried back to the sofa and sat
down.

At this time, charlie also returned to the room and gently closed the door.

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


The next second, charlie suddenly opened the door, glanced at the corpses of six
bodyguards and an assistant on the ground, and shouted loudly, “Someone!
Murder!”
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